
Field Discipline Group Presentation
Welcome to the Field breakout group

My intention today is to 

Outline the Proposed Reorganisation of the Field Peer 
Group

Introduce some decision scenarios to discuss

Open up a general discussion and questions from the 
assembled group
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SCENARIO 1

• Pole Vault – Athlete took off, cleared the bar, 
landed on the mat but his pole was left leaning on 
the bar. Very unusual but do officials know what 
then needs to happen?

• Rule 28.2.1 Green text (a)



SCENARIO 2

• Pole Vault – Recently at a televised competition, 
Holly Bradshaw vaulted and cleared the bar and 
while doing so she moved one hand to the top of 
the pole as she cleared the bar. The vault was 
allowed. Was this correct?

• Rule 28.2.3



SCENARIO 3

• Long / Triple Jump – Athlete competing in the senior Long 
Jump completes three rounds and qualifies for a further 
three trials and the order is reversed. Athlete goes to the 
60m and competes in a sprint semi-final, comes back to the 
Long Jump and competition still in round 4. Does he get his 
round 4 jump? On this occasion he didn’t as the official told 
him that the rules did not allow him to get a 4th round jump 
as he wasn’t available when his name was called and the 
order had been reversed.

• This is a World Athletics rule to prevent athletes playing 
mind games not really for scottishathletics events where 
many athletes compete in more than one event.

• Possible confusion with rule26.2
• Rule25.5 UKA S2: Judges have the power to alter the order 

of competition



SCENARIO 4

• High Jump – this happened twice at two separate 
indoor meetings and two different decisions were 
given. Athlete attempts height and in doing so slightly 
touches the bar, it remains in place but when landing 
on the mat one side of the upright moves so the bar is 
now slightly lower at one end than the other. What 
decision is awarded?

• At one event the athlete was given the clearance while 
at the other event the athlete was given a re-trial.

• Rule 27.2.1



GENERAL DISCUSSION

The floor (window) is now open for 
general discussion on anything anyone 
wants to ask about rule clarification or 

practical field judging


